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ABSTRACT
Upon its discovery in 1992, the Orbital Angular Momentum of light, or OAM,
catalyzed the development of an entire field of photonics research aimed at exploring the
capabilities of this newfound phenomenon. Since then, scientists have put OAM to work
in fields as diverse as imaging, particle manipulation, encryption, and communications.
Although the focus of much work in this latter field in the area of free space optical
communications, before this research OAM had never before been tested as a
communication mechanism underwater.
In this work, the use of OAM for optical communications is first motivated from a
physical and mathematical standpoint. Next, the viability of underwater wireless OAM is
demonstrated experimentally across a wide range of underwater environments. Lastly, the
concept of underwater OAM communications is expanded upon by experimentally
incorporating additional optical degrees of freedom to create a collective communication
channel capable of transferring data at rates of tens of gigabits per second.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
As the underwater realm has experienced a great increase in human activity over
the past few years, so also has interest grown in developing high-speed wireless
communication links that are viable underwater [1]. Furthermore, the acoustic systems
that have formed the backbone of underwater communications for over 70 years are
becoming increasingly out-of-date as time goes on due to their limited bandwidths [2]. To
confront the widening gap between the demands for high-speed communications and the
limitations of acoustic architectures, this work proposes an optical alternative.
It is well known that traditional RF systems, with carrier frequencies in the range
of 3 kHz – 300 GHz, fail to function underwater due to the severe absorption of energy
over this portion of the electromagnetic spectrum [3]. This absorption drops off steeply,
however, at optical frequencies over the blue-green window of the visible spectrum,
making the 450 – 500 nm regime a viable carrier of information underwater [4]. Aside
from its viability, an optical approach lends the additional advantages of broader
bandwidths and the potential for higher levels of security compared to its acoustic
counterpart [5].
Another advantage of optical communications is their disposition towards
multiplexing schemes that further increase the capacity of a communication link [6]. One
such technique is known as space division multiplexing (SDM) and involves spatially
modifying different data-encoded light sources for co-aligned propagation and
subsequent receiver discrimination and retrieval. One form of SDM that has received
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much attention over the past few years is Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM) [7-14]. In
the chapters that follow, an OAM-SDM underwater optical wireless communication link
is motivated, described, tested, and expanded upon to create a novel, fast, secure, and
reliable way to communicate underwater.
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CHAPTER TWO
MOTIVATING THE USE OF ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM
As well as possessing energy, all forms of electromagnetic radiation also carry
momentum as a consequence of their translational nature. This momentum can be linear,
as in the case of classical electromagnetics, or it can be of an angular nature. This latter
case describes the rotation of the radiation as it propagates through a medium and can be
categorized into two principal types depending on the manner of the rotation. If the
rotation arises from the dynamics of the electric and magnetic fields that constitute the
radiation in question, then the angular momentum is said to be spin angular momentum.
If, on the other hand, the photons that make up the radiation are themselves propagating
via rotational translation about the axis of the beam, then the radiation is said to possess
OAM. A telltale way to determine which type of angular momentum a given beam
possesses, if any, is to analyze its transverse phase front [12]. If the phase of the light is
uniform across the phase front, then the light possesses spin angular momentum. If the
phase front instead varies linearly but in an azimuthal fashion, then the light possesses
OAM. Light beams exhibiting OAM are called OAM beams or vortex beams.
The unique nature of vortex beams, with their azimuthal phase fronts, gives rise to
transverse intensity profiles that are annular in appearance. The size of the annulus is
directly proportional to the amount of OAM carried by the beam, a value quantized as an
integer that describes the modulo-2π amount of azimuthal phase carried by the beam in
one complete rotation about its axis. This integer is often expressed using the lowercase l
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or m (this work will use m) and is referred to as the radial index, or charge number, of a
given vortex beam.
As one might imagine, the charge number is of crucial importance in developing
an expression for the distribution of an OAM beam in closed form. Given their annular
shape, vortex beams can be approximated in a radial coordinate system by employing the
family of Bessel functions of the first kind, denoted by Jn(x). In this case, n is restricted to
be a non-negative integer. As Figure 2.1 [15] shows, an n of zero yields an absolute
maximum at the origin, with larger n yielding maxima at successively greater distances
from it. This property allows for the use of the Bessel functions of the first kind as an
orthogonal basis set upon which the general mathematical expression for the distribution
of any OAM beam may be derived.

Figure 2.1: The first six Bessel functions of the first kind.
Combining the azimuthal phase term with the appropriate Bessel curve yields the
following general expression (Equation 2.1), given in radial coordinates in terms of the
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charge number m, the beam radius r0, and the wavelength λ. Here α is a constant that
describes the measure of loss in the propagation medium.

⎛ 2π r0 r ⎞
u m (r,φ ) = 2πα r0 ( j)m J m ⎜
exp( jmφ )
⎝ λ ⎟⎠

Eqn 2.1

Note that in describing the amplitude (and thus the intensity) of a vortex beam, only the
magnitude of the charge number is considered. Indeed, the only difference between
beams of positive and negative phase is the direction of phase front rotation: a positive
value of m describes a beam rotating counterclockwise, while a negative value describes
a clockwise rotation. This is best exemplified in Figure 2.2 [16], where the transverse
intensity and phase profiles of two vortex beams of charges m = +1 and m = -1,
respectively, are pictured.

Figure 2.2: Intensity and phase profiles of vortex beams of charge numbers m = +1 ((a)
and (b), respectively) and m = -1 ((c) and (d), respectively).
In laying the groundwork for the mathematical expression given in Equation 2.1,
it was stated that the Bessel functions of the first kind form an orthogonal basis set by
which the vortex beams may be described. From Equation 2.1 it can be observed that, for
a vortex beam with a given charge number m, there is a one-to-one mapping of Bessel
function J|m|(·) to that beam, implying the orthogonality of vortex beams of different
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absolute charge number. It is also true that vortex beams of opposite phase polarity are
orthogonal, giving rise to two independent degrees of freedom. In fact, this property turns
out to be one of the most compelling arguments for the widespread adoption of OAM
beams for use in communication technologies.
The dual orthogonality of the phase polarity and charge number of OAM beams
allows them to be used as standalone communication channels intrinsically capable of
space and phase division multiplexing. Given any two or more vortex beams of differing
integer charge numbers, each can be laden with independent streams of communication
before being combined with the others and transmitted collinearly through a given
medium. Note that the beams’ orthogonality is invariant of the frequency or wavelength
of the light, and that consequentially all of the beams can share the same λ. This is of
special potential in cases where wavelength control is limited, such as in systems
employing dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM).
The next logical step in building a communication system with vortex beams
concerns the construction of the receiver. After all, having several overlapped data
streams would be of little use without some way to differentiate between them at the
information’s destination. As it turns out, there is a very elegant way to do just that.
Up to this point in the discussion, no mention has been made as to a means of
imparting OAM onto a light beam to yield a distribution described by Equation 2.1.
Indeed, at this point the inquisitive reader must continue to hold the author bona fide that
such a means does exist, and that it can be done in a straightforward manner. Given this,
it is not hard to imagine that additional OAM may be imparted to light beams already
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carrying OAM. In fact, this ability is crucial to recovering vortex-encoded information in
an interference-free manner via another property of OAM that resembles conjugation.
Returning to the Bessel model of OAM beams discussed above, another
relationship between members of this family of functions is given as follows:

J n (x + y) = ∑ J k (x) J n−k (y)
k∈Ζ

Eqn 2.2

This expression indicates that among the Bessel functions of the first kind, one of order k
may be restored to order n through interaction with one of order n – k. To see why this
may be desirable, consider the intensity and phase profiles of a vortex beam of charge m
= 0 (Figure 2.3 [16]):

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: (a) Intensity and (b) phase profiles of vortex beam of charge number m = 0.
From Equation 2.1, it is clear that a beam of charge number m = 0 contains no
azimuthal component. (This is demonstrated in Figure 2.3(b) by the depiction of a flat
phase profile.) The intensity of such a beam is not quite Gaussian, but rather follows the
pattern predicted by the Bessel function J0(x). Like a Gaussian beam, however, its
maximum intensity is assumed along the axis of propagation.
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It should now be clear why it is desirable to use the property of Equation 2.2 to
restore an OAM beam of charge m to a beam of charge 0. Among many overlapped
beams of varying charge numbers, a desired beam may be isolated by imparting an
additional azimuthal phase to the cluster of beams in such a way as to restore the desired
beam (and only the desired beam) to a beam of charge 0. (The other beams will of course
experience a similar adjustment in phase, but assuming that all of the beams began with
different amounts of phase, only one will be restored to a plane wave state.) It is then
possible to isolate the desired beam from the others by passing the cluster of beams
through a spatial filter with a radius that is larger than that of the desired beam, but
smaller than that of all of the other azimuthal beams. Since the desired beam has been
restored to charge 0, it assumes its maximum intensity along the axis of propagation and
can thus pass through the filter (i.e. an iris or pinhole) unscathed. At the same time, all of
the other beams still retain their vortex state and are thus rejected by the filter. Since the
phase-cancelled beam reassumes plane wave status, it can easily be fed into either the
input of a receiver for immediate demodulation, or into a fiber for further transportation
to a processing site. For expressions describing the final states of each of the beams in the
cluster, see Equation 2.3.

⎧
⎛ 2π r0 r ⎞
⎪ 2πα r0 J 0 ⎜⎝ λ ⎟⎠ , m = −m0
⎪
ûm+m0 (r, φ ) = ⎨
Eqn 2.3
⎛ 2π r0 r ⎞
⎪ 2πα r ( j)m J
exp(
j[m
+
m
]
φ
),
m
≠
−m
⎜
⎟
0
0
0
m+m0
⎪⎩
⎝ λ ⎠
Here each beam is assumed to have originally had charge m, and been subjected to an
additional constant phase amount m0 at the receiving end of the communication system.
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As described above, only one beam is permitted to have originally had charge –m0, as this
is the beam with the desired information, and will assume the special distribution
according to J0(x) that will allow it to pass uninhibited through the spatial filtering
process that must follow to ensure interference-free reception.
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CHAPTER THREE
TESTING THE USE OF ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM UNDERWATER
In chapter two it was stated that there exists a straightforward method of
imparting OAM onto a given beam of light. Before describing the experiments untaken to
explore the use of OAM underwater, it is helpful to discuss this method in greater detail.
As it turns out, there are actually a number of ways to impart an azimuthal phase onto a
beam of light [17]. The most common tools utilized to do so are spatial light modulators
(SLMs), q-plates, and spiral phase plates. For the purposes of this work, the latter option
was employed.
A spiral phase plate is a diffractive optical element utilized to delay the phase
front of an incident light beam in an azimuthal fashion [18]. It is designed with a
circularly increasing thickness that, owing to the practical necessity of having discrete
fabrication layers, is reminiscent of a lighthouse staircase. The number of phase gradients
from 0 to 2π radians that are etched into the plate corresponds to the relative charge
number induced onto a beam of light that passes through the plate. It is therefore
customary to refer to specific phase plates by this number. Because the plate induces a
change to the phase of the actual light beam itself, these plates must be fabricated in a
wavelength-specific manner. Once made, however, they can induce both the positive and
negative equivalents of their charge number depending on the orientation of the plate
with respect to the incident light beam. Fortunately for the author, all of the phase plates
necessary for the performance of this work were fabricated by the author’s colleagues in
the clean room at Clemson University. For simulated and physical images of two phase
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plates of charge numbers |m| = 4 and |m| = 8, see Figure 3.1 [16]. For simulated images
of vortex beams of charge numbers m = ±1 being generated from two Gaussian beams,
see Figure 3.2 [16].

Figure 3.1: Profile of (a) |m| = 4 and (b) |m| = 8 phase plates, along with a top-down
view of the completed optics for (c) |m| = 4 and (d) |m| = 8.

Figure 3.2: Generation of OAM beams using vortex phase plates of charge numbers (a) m
= +1 and (b) m = -1.
When the proposal to investigate an underwater optical communication link
enabled by OAM was first floated, it was met with criticism from many in the community
who believed that the azimuthal phase of vortex beams, though resilient through
atmospheric turbulence [19], could not sustain underwater propagation. The first task,
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then, was to test the mere viability of such a communication link to see whether or not the
unique phase profile of vortex beams was indeed preserved underwater [20].
When discussing electromagnetic propagation through a given medium, it is
important to keep in mind the attenuation coefficient corresponding to that medium. This
coefficient is usually represented by a lowercase c and is composed of two parts that
represent two important physical phenomena: absorption (a) and scattering (b). The
relationship is simple:

c(λ ) = a(λ ) + b(λ )

Eqn 3.1

Here the variables are shown as explicit functions of λ to emphasize their strong
dependence on wavelength. This relationship is shown in Figure 3.3 for the absorption
coefficient of pure water for wavelengths spanning from ultraviolet to mid-wavelength
infrared [4].

Figure 3.3: Absorption coefficient of pure water.
The wide range of values depicted in Figure 3.3 conveys the need for a prudent choice of
optical source wavelength. Therefore, for the purposes of this work the sources consisted
of GaN laser diodes emitting in the window of 445 – 450 nm, wavelengths that the
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human eye registers as blue light. As seen in Figure 3.3, this choice minimizes the losses
due to absorption arising from propagation through pure water.
The other component of attenuation is scattering. While heavily dependent on the
turbidity of the medium, the scattering coefficient is also a function of wavelength, and
for a given non-negligible turbidity tends to decrease with longer wavelengths. Putting
these two elements together gives rise to the overall attenuation coefficient of a medium,
which impacts the overall propagation according to Beer’s Law (Equation 3.2):

P = P0 e− cz

Eqn 3.2

Here P0 is the transmitted optical power, P is the power at a distance z from the
transmitter, and c is the attenuation coefficient, typically expressed in units of cm-1 or
m-1. Another common metric for expressing attenuation is attenuation length, which is the
unitless quantity cz.
Returning to the matter of whether or not OAM beams can sustain underwater
propagation through waters of varying turbidities, a series of experiments were conducted
to address this question. First, two vortex beams of charges m = +1 and m = +8 emitting
at 445 nm were spatially overlapped and directed to propagate through a 2.96 m tube of
de-ionized (DI) water. At the receiving end of the tube, the collective beam was split into
two legs via a 50/50 non-polarizing beam splitter, one leg of which was then passed
through a phase plate of m = -1 and the other through a plate of m = -8 to reconstruct the
on-axis intensity of each of the two beams as described at the end of the previous chapter.
(The difference from that description is that no spatial filtering followed in this
experiment.) For a complete diagram of the experimental layout, see Figure 3.4 [20].
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Figure 3.4: Experimental Layout: A. Laser Diode, B. Optical Phase Plate, C. Laser
Diode, D. Optical Phase Plate, E. 50/50 Non-polarizing Beam Splitter, F. 4X Beam
Expander, G. 50/50 Non-polarizing Beam Splitter, H. Optical Phase Plate, I. Focusing
Lens (f = 300 mm), J. Neutral Density Filters, K. Charge-coupled Device Camera, L.
Optical Phase Plate, M. Focusing Lens (f = 300 mm), N. Neutral Density Filters, O.
Charge-coupled Device Camera.
A camera was then utilized to image each of the two resulting beam profiles in order to
determine the percentage of total received power present in the on-axis intensity of each
of the reconstructed beams. After this, the experiment was repeated four more times by
adding measured amounts of Maalox® antacid to the water tube to simulate increasingly
turbid environments. The results of these experiments revealed that across the range of
turbidities tested, the percentage of total received power present in the on-axis intensity
of each of the beams remained encouragingly constant. This suggested that the unique
phase profiles of OAM beams are indeed retained through underwater propagation, even
in the presence of non-negligible turbidity, thus allowing the beams to be reconstructed
into discrete information channels at a receiver. Figure 3.5 [20] demonstrates these
findings in graphical form. In each case, the curve that is hugging the abscissa arises from
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the beam that is not phase-cancelled at that leg of the receiver. It retains its annular shape
at the camera and thus contributes almost no power to the on-axis region being measured.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: Percentage of total received power in on-axis intensity of reconstructed m =
+1 and m = +8 OAM beams for images captured beyond the (a) m = -1 phase plate and
the (b) m = -8 phase plate.
To fully allay any lingering fears regarding the underwater propagation of OAM light, a
colleague of the author later performed an experiment in which a Gaussian beam and two
OAM beams of charges |m| = 8 and |m| = 16 were propagated through water of varying
turbidities and the resulting power loss was compared with that predicted by Beer’s Law
(Equation 3.2) [21]. Her findings revealed that the OAM beams behaved no differently
than the Gaussian plane wave, and that Beer’s Law accurately predicted the behavior of
all of the beams over the range of turbidities considered. These results may be seen in
Figure 3.6 [16].
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Figure 3.6: Underwater attenuation of OAM beams of charges |m| = 8 and |m| = 16
compared to that of a Gaussian plane wave. The dashed black line represents the trend
predicted by Beer’s Law.
Having put to rest any concerns regarding the viability of underwater OAM
propagation, the next step was to actually encode information onto the vortex beams. To
do this, the following experimental procedure was carried out [16].
The transmitter consisted of two channels that were encoded with binary digital
data. Onto each channel a 32-bit, M-series, pseudo-random, on-off-keying, non-return-tozero (OOK-NRZ) line code was generated using a Tektronix AWG7052 arbitrary
waveform generator. The output of this device was then amplified using a 10 dB
Picosecond Pulse Labs 5828-MP amplifier and coupled with a DC bias current via a biastee located inside a ThorLabs LDM9LP pigtailed laser diode mount. The amount of DC
bias applied to the ThorLabs LP450-SF15 single-mode fiber-pigtailed laser diode was set
by observing the optical output to allow for maximum RF swing between the threshold
and maximum operating currents. The DC bias applied to the laser diodes for Channel 1
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and Channel 2 (formally defined below) were 60 mA and 75 mA, respectively. After the
amplifier, the amplitude of the RF modulation was 50 mA peak-to-peak for both
channels.
A vortex phase plate was introduced in front of the collimated emission of each
laser diode to induce OAM onto each channel. The phase plates were oriented in such a
way as to produce OAM beams of opposite charge numbers relative to one another. The
beams were then multiplexed using a 50/50 non-polarizing beam splitter so that the
emission of each laser diode traveled along the same optical path. After traveling through
a 5X beam expander, both channels were allowed to propagate through a water tube that
was 2.96 m long. Varying concentrations of antacid were used to increase the turbidity of
the de-ionized (DI) water inside the tube.
The receiver used a 50/50 non-polarizing beam splitter to separate the incoming
beam into two channels, and an inverse phase plate was placed on each leg to demultiplex
the incoming data. A 40-µm pinhole was used as a spatial filter to separate the mode
being demultiplexed from the mode doubling in charge number after the second phase
plate. The output power of each channel was held constant using neutral density filters
and was incident on a Menlo Systems APD210 Si Avalanche Photodetector (APD) that
fed directly into a Tektronix TDS8200 digital sampling oscilloscope. From this device,
the output of both channels could be examined simultaneously and characterized to yield
the quantitative results discussed below. A complete diagram of the experimental layout
is shown in Figure 3.7 [16]. For ease of terminology, the signal exiting the AWG and sent
left to right horizontally in Figure 3.7 (i.e. A to P) will be referred to as Channel 1.
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Similarly, the data being multiplexed and demultiplexed at right angles to the underwater
link (i.e. A to U) will be referred to as Channel 2. Photographs of the transmitter and
receiver are shown in Figure 3.8 [16].

Figure 3.7: Experimental Layout: A. Arbitrary Waveform Generator, B. 10 dB
Amplifiers, C. Bias-tees/Fiber-pigtailed LDs, D. DC Power Supply, E. Fiber Collimator
(f = 4.6 mm), F. Optical Phase Plate, G. Fiber Collimator (f = 4.6 mm), H. Optical Phase
Plate, I. 50/50 Non-polarizing Beam Splitter, J. 5X Beam Expander (f = 30 mm and f =
150 mm pair), K. 50/50 Non-polarizing Beam Splitter, L. Optical Phase Plate, M.
Focusing Lens (f = 125 mm), N. 40-µm Pinhole, O. Focusing Lens (f = 50 mm), P.
Avalanche Photodetector, Q. Optical Phase Plate, R. Focusing Lens (f = 125 mm), S. 40µm Pinhole, T. Focusing Lens (f = 50 mm), U. Avalanche Photodetector.

Figure 3.8: Photographs of (a) transmitter and (b) receiver.
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Before examining the digital data sent via the underwater link, it is helpful to
image the intensity distributions of the beams to ensure proper alignment. Shown in
Figure 3.9 [16] are such images, taken of beams of charge numbers m = ± 8 after
propagation through a phase plate of charge number m = -8. After the phase plate, the
beam with charge number m = -8 assumes a charge number m = -16, seen in Figure
3.9(a), and the beam with charge number m = +8 becomes m = 0, as seen in Figure
3.9(b). These modes are then easily demultiplexed using a pinhole as a spatial filter.

Figure 3.9: Demultiplexed image distributions of (a) m = -8 beam; (b) m = +8 beam; (c)
m = ± 8 beams, all after propagation through an m = -8 phase plate.
After examination of the demultiplexed beams, the cameras were replaced with
the APDs to analyze the incoming digital data. After conversion from optical to electrical
energy through the APDs, this data was displayed on the oscilloscope in the form of an
eye diagram. Shown below are eye diagrams (1000 waveforms) for Channel 1 and
Channel 2 operating in parallel at 1 Gbit/s and 1.5 Gbit/s per channel (Figure 3.10(a) and
Figure 3.10(b), respectively [16]). This data was captured after optical transmission
through the underwater link with an attenuation coefficient of c = 0.4128 m-1 (about that
of a coastal ocean environment).
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Figure 3.10: Eye diagrams for |m| = 8 showing Channel 1 (top) and Channel 2 (bottom)
transmitting in parallel at (a) 1 Gbit/s and (b) 1.5 Gbit/s, all through water with an
attenuation coefficient of c = 0.4128 m-1.
From the eye diagrams, the mean and standard deviation values of the “1” and “0”
signals can be found through use of a histogram measuring a cross section of each rail in
the 40-60% window of the bit period. From this information the bit error ratio (BER) of
the transmitted data can be computed according to the formula

⎛ V − µ0 ⎞
⎛ µ −V ⎞ 1
1
BER = erfc ⎜⎜ 1 th ⎟⎟ + erfc ⎜⎜ th
⎟⎟
4
⎝ σ1 2 ⎠ 4
⎝ σ0 2 ⎠

Eqn 3.3

where µi and σi are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of signal i, i = 0 or 1,
erfc(·) is the complementary error function defined by

erfc( x) =

2

π

∞

−t
∫ e dt
2

Eqn 3.4

x

and Vth is the threshold voltage, given by

Vth =

µ0σ 1 + µ1σ 0
σ 0 + σ1
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.

Eqn 3.5

Armed with these equations, the BERs of each channel were computed across a range of
attenuation environments for data rates ranging from 800 Mbit/s to 1.5 Gbit/s in 100
Mbit/s intervals. The results for Channel 1 and Channel 2 can be seen in Figure 3.11 and
Figure 3.12, respectively [16].

Figure 3.11: Bit Error Ratios for Channel 1, |m| = 8.

Figure 3.12: Bit Error Ratios for Channel 2, |m| = 8.
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Having examined in detail the behavior of the communication link enabled with
beams of charge number |m| = 8, attention was next turned to a similar investigation of
beams of charge |m| = 4. Shown below are images taken of beams of charge numbers m
= ± 4 after propagation through a phase plate of charge number m = -4. After the phase
plate, the beam with charge number m = -4 becomes m = -8, seen in Figure 3.13(a), and
the beam with charge number m = +4 becomes m = 0, seen in Figure 3.13(b) [16]. As
before, these modes are now easily demultiplexed using a pinhole as a spatial filter (see
Figure 3.14 [22]).

Figure 3.13: Demultiplexed image distributions of (a) m = -4 beam; (b) m = +4 beam; (c)
m = ± 4 beams, all after propagation through an m = -4 phase plate.
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Figure 3.14: Eye diagrams for |m| = 4 showing Channel 1 (top) and Channel 2 (bottom)
transmitting in parallel at 1.25 Gbit/s through water with an attenuation coefficient of c =
0.0425 m-1.
As illustrated above for the |m| = 8 beams, the BERs of the |m| = 4 beams were
calculated using Equations 3.3 – 3.5. This procedure was repeated with the |m| = 4 beams
at 1.25 Gbit/s across a range of attenuation environments, c = 0.0425 m-1 to c = 0.3853
m-1, resulting in a BER of 3.6 to 3.9 × 10-4 for Channel 1 and a BER of 5.3 to 6 × 10-5 for
Channel 2 (see Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 [22]).

Figure 3.15: Bit Error Ratios for Channel 1, |m| = 4.
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Figure 3.16: Bit Error Ratios for Channel 2, |m| = 4.
Putting it all together, the beauty of the communication method with OAM Space
Division Multiplexing (OAM-SDM) is revealed. Aside from the power losses associated
with increased levels of particulate in the water channel, the fidelity of the OAM-SDM
link is preserved amidst propagation through turbid conditions and was shown to yield
almost constant performance in environments ranging from that of pure seawater to that
of a coastal ocean. In the case of the |m| = 8 vortex beams, two independent channels
were generated and carried data in parallel at rates varying from 800 Mbit/s/channel to
1.5 Gbit/s/channel. In the latter case, this resulted in a collective communication link
operating at 3 Gbit/s in a coastal ocean environment (c = 0.4128 m-1) with an average
BER of 2.073 × 10-4, more than an order of magnitude below the Forward Error
Correction (FEC) threshold of 3.8 × 10-3. In the case of the |m| = 4 vortex beams, two
independent channels were generated and carried data in parallel at a rate of 1.25
Gbit/s/channel. Collectively, this resulted in a communication link operating at 2.5 Gbit/s
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with an average BER of 2.13 × 10-4 across water conditions ranging from c = 0.0425 m-1
to c = 0.3853 m-1.
It is important to realize that although this particular set of experiments was
conducted with beams of charges m = ± 4 and m = ± 8, the potential exists for
combinations of multiple beams of multiple differing charge states, as was discussed in
chapter two. The limit lies only in the capability of spatially separating the multiplexed
beams at the receiver. Recall that orthogonality is achieved by demultiplexing, or phasecancelling, only one of the input beams at any branch of the receiver via propagation
through a conjugate receiving phase element. Also as discussed in chapter two, the phasecancelled beam will have a distribution with an intensity peak on the axis of propagation.
The other beams, however, will retain their annular intensity distributions and will have
nulls on the axis of propagation. Given the m ≠ -m0 condition of Equation 2.3, an
approximation for the radius of an OAM beam can be obtained. Given the parameters for
the experimental configuration discussed above in the case of the |m| = 4 beams (λ = 450
nm, f = 125 mm, and r0 = 3 mm), the beam shown in Figure 3.13(a) has an approximate
radius of 27 µm (54 µm diameter). In order to block this unwanted mode, a 40-µm
pinhole was chosen so that the spatial filter would be smaller than the beam size. With
this restriction, the lower limit for spatial separation is a vortex beam of charge |m| = 4
incident on the demultiplexing phase element. To properly isolate modes smaller than |m|
= 4, a smaller pinhole (or larger beam) would be needed. This principle applies in general
to enforce a lower bound on the value of the charge numbers amenable to separation, but
does not detract from the multiple-channel parallelism inherent to the OAM-SDM
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communication link. This parallelism will be explored further in the next chapter in the
form of a link composed of four different OAM channels.
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CHAPTER FOUR
EXPANDING THE USE OF ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM UNDERWATER
Having demonstrated the viability of an underwater communication channel
enabled by optical OAM, attention was turned to exploiting this new technique by
incorporating additional elements, whether optical or electrical, to demonstrate its full
capability. The first improvement came about with the realization, several months after
the data in chapter three had been collected, that the Menlo Systems APD210 Si
Avalanche Photodetectors were not being utilized to their full capacity (i.e. maximum
gain). When this was corrected, a new trial of the experiment of chapter three was
conducted with the |m| = 8 vortex beams through DI water and the received eye diagrams
yielded an improvement in BER performance of two orders of magnitude in the case of
the 1 Gbit/s/channel data rate and one order of magnitude in the case of the 1.5
Gbit/s/channel data rate. Shown in Figure 4.1 below are these improved eye diagrams,
followed by their corresponding BER values in Table 4.1 [23]. Although no new
scientific development gave rise to this improvement, it is worthwhile to show as it
reaffirms the practicality of the underwater OAM-SDM system to yield multi-gigabit/s
data transmission at error rates below commercial standards.
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Figure 4.1: Eye diagrams captured after increasing gain of APDs: (a) Channel 1, 1 Gbit/s;
(b) Channel 1, 1.5 Gbit/s; (c) Channel 2, 1 Gbit/s; (d) Channel 2, 1.5 Gbit/s.
Table 4.1: Bit Error Ratios of Improved Communication Link
Channel

Bit Error Ratio
1 Gbit/s

1.5 Gbit/s

1

3.96×10-9

5.18×10-5

2

4.09×10-8

3.01×10-4

Up to this point in the discussion, the measured BERs of the several experiments
described in this work have been taken at face value and compared to the FEC threshold
without being given much further thought. Before proceeding, however, it is helpful to
understand a bit more about the information that these values convey. In order to do so,
consideration should be given to the two elements of the OAM-SDM system that perform
conversions between electrical and optical forms of energy: namely, the ThorLabs
LP450-SF15 single-mode fiber-pigtailed laser diodes (in conjunction with the ThorLabs
LDM9LP pigtailed laser diode mounts) and the Menlo Systems APD210 Si Avalanche
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Photodetectors. As with all physical components, these devices have finite time and
frequency characteristics that limit their ability to perfectly recreate optical signals from
electrical signals, and vice versa. For example, the manufacturer of the laser diode
mounts only guarantees operation of these devices up to 1 GHz [24]. The diodes
themselves seem to be a bit hardier and have been shown to carry OFDM data up to 1.34
GHz [25]. As for the APDs, their datasheet indicates that the maximum 3 dB bandwidth
of these devices is also 1 GHz, with a maximum operating frequency of 1.6 GHz [26].
(Given the 1 bit/s/Hz modulation efficiency of the OOK-NRZ coding scheme used in this
work, this alone helps to explain why increasing the gain of the APDs led to a greater
improvement in performance in the 1 Gbit/s/channel case than in the 1.5 Gbit/s/channel
case as noted above.) It is important to keep these values in mind when analyzing the
BERs presented herein as it places the data more into the perspective of component
limitations than OAM-SDM system shortcomings. Indeed, a similar consideration must
be made in regards to the noise sources present in these components, especially those of
the detector. Traditionally these consist of shot noise, dark current noise, and thermal
noise, although in the case of the experiments performed in this work it is the shot noise
that is expected to dominate [27]. More than the other noise sources, the shot noise of the
APDs is expected to contribute to the σ0 and σ1 of Equations 3.3 and 3.5, quantities
pictured in the eye diagrams as jitter in the “1” and “0” rails and crossings. Equation 4.1
gives an expression for calculating this noise in terms of the elementary charge q, the
generated photocurrent Ip, the operating frequency Δf, and the multiplication factor M.

σ s, APD = 2qI p ΔfM 2
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Eqn 4.1

Substituting the appropriate parameters into Equation 4.1 yields values for σ0 and σ1 that
agree with those measured empirically from the eye diagrams to the same order of
magnitude, underscoring the contributions of the imperfect components to the BER data
recorded.
As well as possessing a wider bandwidth window than traditional wireless
technologies, the visible spectrum also contains several well-developed independent
degrees of freedom (aside from OAM itself) that can be manipulated to further increase
the throughput of the OAM-SDM system [6]. Two such optical degrees of freedom are
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) and polarization-division multiplexing (PDM).
Therefore, the next step of this research was to incorporate one of these techniques into
the OAM-SDM system [28]. Given the close spectral proximity of the four sources
available for use (see spectra in Figure 4.2), logistical considerations motivated the
choice of PDM over WDM for introduction into the system. In addition, all four of the
OAM modes that were explored in chapter three (i.e. the four beams of charge numbers
m = ± 4 and m = ± 8) were utilized in the communication link described here, further
demonstrating the parallelism of the OAM-SDM system itself. The experimental
procedure was as follows.
Four GaN laser diodes (LP450-SF15, ThorLabs) emitting in the wavelength range
448.2 – 448.8 nm (spectra shown in Figure 4.2) were directly encoded with binary digital
data via NRZ line codes sourced from an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG7052,
Tektronix) at rates of 1 Gbit/s and 1.5 Gbit/s. Four vortex phase plates were placed in
front of the collimated emission of the four laser diodes to induce OAM beams of charge
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numbers m = ± 4 and m = ± 8 onto the four encoded laser beams. After combining all
four beams using three 50/50 non-polarizing beam splitters (NPBS), the coaligned light
was then passed through a series of two polarizing beam splitters (PBS) complete with
two mirrors designed to split and subsequently recombine the horizontal (P) and vertical
(S) polarizations. This was done to allow discrimination of the linear polarization of each
of the signals at the receiver in order to further increase the collective bandwidth of the
communication channel. The mirrors were strategically placed in such a way as to avoid
having the extra path delay induced onto the vertical polarization be an integer multiple
of the bit period of the line codes sourced by the AWG, as otherwise interference
between the two polarizations could be mistaken as an increase in the signal-to-noise
ratio at the receiver. The additional spatial distance of 20.75 cm translated into a path
delay of 0.6921 ns, which corresponded to 0.6921 symbols at 1 Gbit/s and 1.038 symbols
at 1.5 Gbit/s. After recombining the polarizations, the beams were passed through a 3X
telescope and directed down the length of a 2.96 m tube filled with 24 L of DI water. At
the receiving end of the tube, the beams exited to pass through a third PBS followed by
another vortex phase plate designed to phase-cancel one of the four OAM states. A 30µm pinhole followed the phase plate to spatially separate the desired signal from the
others, and an avalanche photodetector (APD210, Menlo Systems) was placed behind the
pinhole to perform the optical-electrical conversion and allow the resulting data stream to
be analyzed electrically with the help of a sampling oscilloscope (TDS8200, Tektronix).
For a complete representation of the experimental layout, see Figure 4.3. Since the four
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vortex beams emitted from sources A – D are further discriminated by the polarization in
which they propagate, the architecture in Figure 4.3 consists of eight total Channels.

Figure 4.2: Spectra of GaN laser diodes (letters A – D correspond to designation of
Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: Experimental Layout: A. – D. Laser Diodes, E. – H. Optical Phase Plates, I. –
K. 50/50 Non-polarizing Beam Splitters, L. & N. Polarizing Beam Splitters, M. Mirrors,
O. 3X Beam Expander, P. Polarizing Beam Splitter, Q. Optical Phase Plate, R. Focusing
Lens, S. 30-µm Pinhole, T. Focusing Lens, U. Avalanche Photodetector.
Prior to quantitatively analyzing the binary digital data transmitted across the
communication link, a visible light camera was placed at the receiver to examine the
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distributions of the transmitted beams. In Figure 4.4(a), the camera was placed at the
front end of the receiver to capture the four OAM modes propagating on both the
horizontal and vertical polarizations. In Figure 4.4(b), the receiving PBS (element P of
Figure 4.3) was removed and the camera was placed in the plane of the 30-µm pinhole
(element S) to image the beam distributions after the light had been passed through a
receiving vortex phase plate designed to demultiplex the signals transmitted from source
A. As described in chapter two, these signals assume a phase-cancelled profile after the
phase plate with an on-axis maximum that can be spatially filtered from the other OAM
modes by a pinhole that has a radius larger than that of the on-axis spot but smaller than
that of the adjacent mode.

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.4: Received images of (a) overlapped m = ± 4 and m = ± 8 beams in both
horizontal and vertical polarizations; (b) resulting beam distributions after passage
through receiving m = -4 phase plate.
Having captured the desired images, the camera was removed and the layout was
restored to that shown in Figure 4.3. Eye diagrams were recorded at the 1 Gbit/s and 1.5
Gbit/s data rates produced by the AWG for each of the eight Channels by orienting the
receiving optics to capture the light in the desired polarization after the receiving PBS
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and by swapping the charge number of the receiving vortex phase plate. The resulting
diagrams collected from both polarizations of the signals transmitted from source A are
shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Received eye diagrams of the signals transmitted from source A: (a) Ppolarization, 1 Gbit/s; (b) P-polarization, 1.5 Gbit/s; (c) S-polarization, 1 Gbit/s; (d) Spolarization, 1.5 Gbit/s.
Applying Equations 3.3 – 3.5 to these new data, the BERs of all eight Channels were
calculated from the eye diagrams rendered by the sampling oscilloscope. The results for
the horizontal and vertical polarizations may be seen in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.
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Table 4.2: Bit Error Ratios of P-Polarization Data
Source

Bit Error Ratio
1 Gbit/s

1.5 Gbit/s

A

-8

5.26×10

4.42×10-4

B

9.68×10-9

7.57×10-5

C

1.09×10-5

3.45×10-4

D

5.71×10-11

1.60×10-5

~

4 Gbit/s

6 Gbit/s

All

2.74×10-6

2.20×10-4

Table 4.3: Bit Error Ratios of S-Polarization Data
Source

Bit Error Ratio
1 Gbit/s

1.5 Gbit/s

A

-6

5.54×10

7.02×10-4

B

7.77×10-8

1.67×10-5

C

1.05×10-10

1.57×10-5

D

4.51×10-10

3.44×10-5

~

4 Gbit/s

6 Gbit/s

All

1.40×10-6

1.92×10-4

Since the eight-Channel system was realized by a combination of space division
multiplexing via OAM and polarization division multiplexing by means of the three PBS,
the collective data rates were 8 Gbit/s and 12 Gbit/s. Averaged over the eight Channels at
these rates, the link BERs were 2.07 × 10-6 and 2.06 × 10-4, respectively. Note that both
values are at least an order of magnitude below the FEC threshold of 3.8 × 10-3.
It should be mentioned that the 12 Gbit/s recorded here is the highest collective
direct modulation data rate achieved underwater to date. The data presented herein
demonstrate not only the viability of the optical OAM-SDM system on its own, but also
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the ability to multiplicatively increase the collective data rate of the system by combining
various degrees of optical freedom. It should be noted that each of these techniques (i.e.
SDM, PDM, WDM, etc.) is amenable to a high degree of scalability itself, and that this
allows for channel expansion across multiple dimensions.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
From the preceding discussions, it is clear that OAM has emerged as a
competitive technique in the ongoing quest for high-bandwidth underwater
communications. As exciting as these developments are, several key issues deserve
attention before this technology reaches maturity. As the keen reader will note, the
modulation technique employed in the communication links described herein was the
simple NRZ line code. Although easy to implement, this scheme has a relatively poor
modulation efficiency of 1 bit/s/Hz that limits the overall data rate achievable by any
single laser diode to the maximum frequency at which the diode is capable of flashing on
and off. More advanced modulation techniques (i.e. M-ASK, M-QAM, and OFDM) have
been demonstrated in both free-space and underwater optical links and should be
integrated into any future OAM-SDM system.
A second pending refinement to the OAM system involves a scheme designed to
improve the power efficiency of both the transmitter and receiver. In the experiments
described herein, beam splitters are used to accomplish the necessary beam combining
and separating. The problem is that these devices are intrinsically lossy, with 3 dB optical
power cuts introduced at each one. While acceptable for the proof-of-concept
experiments performed here, these must surely be replaced before the system can be
commercially deployed. Towards this end, a colleague of the author developed a set of
diffractive optical devices designed specifically for the purpose of minimizing the optical
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power losses associated with multiplexing and demultiplexing various OAM modes.
More can be read about her technique in [29] and [30].
Lastly, consideration should be given to improving the directionality of the
receiver. This must be accomplished by expanding the receiver’s field of view (FOV)
without compromising the sensitive optical alignment required to discriminate among the
OAM modes present in a received beam packet. It should be noted that this problem is
not unique to the OAM-SDM system, but rather is endemic to wireless optical
communications in general [31]. Apart from the careful alignment required to
demultiplex a set of OAM modes, part of the wider problem stems from the inverse
relationship between the size of the active area of semiconductor photodiodes and the
maximum frequency at which they are capable of detecting changes. (As stated in the
previous chapter, the maximum 3 dB bandwidth of the Menlo Systems APD210
Photodetectors used in this work is 1 GHz, but their active areas are only 500 µm2.) In an
effort to achieve omnidirectional receiver sensitivity while maintaining the short response
time necessary for live reception of digital information, a research group at Facebook’s
Connectivity Lab has proposed a luminescent detector, composed of an array of optical
waveguides doped with a fluorescent dye, that acts as an optical funnel to collect light
and direct it to a precise spatial location. More can be read about their progress in [32].
In conclusion, the purpose of this work was to test the viability and practicality of
an underwater communications system enabled by Orbital Angular Momentum. The first
section described the attractiveness of OAM as a communications mechanism from a
physical and mathematical standpoint. The second section detailed a series of
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experiments performed to test its mettle amidst the demanding environment of
underwater propagation. The third section built upon the encouraging results of the
second and experimentally described how OAM systems may be expanded upon to
incorporate additional techniques aimed at increasing the overall throughput of the
underwater optical channel. While it is difficult to say whether or not this research will
ultimately blossom into a commercial technology, OAM has certainly proven itself to be
a fast, secure, and reliable method of communicating underwater.
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Appendix A
List of Publications

Refereed Journal Publications
1. J. Baghdady, K. Miller, K. Morgan, M. Byrd, S. Osler, R. Ragusa, W. Li, B. M.
Cochenour, and E. G. Johnson, “Multi-gigabit/s underwater optical
communication link using orbital angular momentum multiplexing,” Opt. Express
24(9), 9794-9805 (2016).

Refereed Conference Proceedings
1. J. Baghdady, K. Miller, J. Kelly, I. R. Srimathi, W. Li, E. G. Johnson, and K. S.
Morgan, “Underwater Optical Communication Link Using Wavelength Division
Multiplexing, Polarization Division Multiplexing and Orbital Angular Momentum
Multiplexing,” in Frontiers in Optics 2016, OSA Technical Digest (online)
(Optical Society of America, 2016), paper FTh4E.4.
2. I. R. Srimathi, K. Miller, W. Li, K. S. Morgan, J. Baghdady, and E. G. Johnson,
“Diffractive Orbital Angular Momentum Demultiplexing Elements for
Underwater Optical Communications,” in Frontiers in Optics 2016, OSA
Technical Digest (online) (Optical Society of America, 2016), paper FTh4E.2.
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3. J. Baghdady, J. Kelly, K. Miller, K. Morgan, Wenzhe Li, and E. Johnson,
“Underwater optical communication link using Orbital Angular Momentum space
division multiplexing,” in OCEANS 2016 MTS/IEEE Monterey, (IEEE, 2016), pp.
1-4.
4. K. S. Morgan, J. K. Miller, W. Li, J. Baghdady, and E. G. Johnson, “Propagation
and dynamic manipulation of coherent orbital-angular-momentum modes through
underwater turbid environments,” in OCEANS 2016 MTS/IEEE Monterey, (IEEE,
2016), pp. 1-4.
5. E. Johnson, J. Baghdady, M. Byrd, W. Li, K. Morgan, A. Pung, and K. Miller,
“Space division multiplexing of blue lasers for undersea communications,” in
2015 IEEE Photonics Conference (IPC), (IEEE, 2015), pp. 653-654.

Non-Refereed Conference Proceedings
1. E. G. Johnson, J. Miller, R. J. Watkins, I. R. Srimathi, J. Baghdady, W. Li, and Y.
Li, “Creation and exploitation of orbital angular momentum for maritime
environments (Conference Presentation),” Proc. SPIE 10186, Ocean Sensing and
Monitoring IX, 1018602 (2017).
2. J. Baghdady, K. Miller, S. Osler, K. Morgan, W. Li, E. Johnson, and B.
Cochenour, “Blue-light digital communication in underwater environments
utilizing orbital angular momentum,” Proc. SPIE 9827, Ocean Sensing and
Monitoring VIII, 9827G (2016).
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3. J. Baghdady, M. Byrd, W. Li, K. Morgan, A. Pung, K. Miller, and E. Johnson,
“Spatial multiplexing for blue lasers for undersea communications,” Proc. SPIE
9459, Ocean Sensing and Monitoring VII, 945905 (2015).
4. M. Byrd, J. Baghdady, A. J. Pung, E. Johnson, K. Lee, R. Magnusson, P. Binun,
K. McCormick, “Design and fabrication of a resonant mirrors for locking blue
laser diodes,” Proc. SPIE 9374, Advanced Fabrication Techniques for
Micro/Nano Optics and Photonics VIII, 93740Z (2015).
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